
Product details

High-performance infeeder for 2 on 2 applications of unstable portions

Special machine housing allows horizontal portion transport

View online

Advantages

Smooth portion transport over all conveyor units of the infeeder (gentle transport)

Optimized portion flow

Precise infeeding accuracy

Optional sorting conveyor for rejecting missing portions

Compact and uniform design of all machine stands (less space required and better accessibility)

Complete software integration in Weber-

Empty package reduction (optional)

Twist correction (optional)

Automatic track position correction (optional)

weLOAD 7500





Weber weLOAD: fully automated precision belt loading for increased
hygiene.

The scalable weLOAD model range offers solutions from infeeders for standard applications to high-end specialists

and can therefore be flexibly adapted to your individual needs. In addition to an extremely compact footprint that

allows better accessibility to all areas, the weLOAD infeeders impress with an optimized portion flow and smooth

portion transport. The special “GentleTransport” software makes it the perfect solution for sensitive products and

applications and generally facilitates full automation without requiring subsequent manual correction or monitoring.
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Weber means: service across the board.

Weber Upgrades make it possible.

New tasks, old machines?
The tasks and challenges in production

have grown? To meet this, we offer a

wide variety of upgrades for existing

lines that are optimally suited to new

requirements: whether retrofitting

individual components to optimize

production or automating existing lines

to raise hygiene standards. This is

sustainable and economical - and also

allows you to stay up-to-date and grow

with a manageable investment.

 

Weber Guardian.

A safe plan for your production.
Only those who listen can understand.

And those who understand can act. With

our Weber Guardian program, we

harmonize people, machines, and

processes to get the most out of

production. From preventive

maintenance and inspection through

targeted personnel development to

production support and optimization.

 

Weber Portal.

Networked thinking, handling
together.
You will find everything about your

Weber equipment bundled in your

personal Weber Portal. Compact,

individual and interactive. From your

customer profile and that of your

machines to e-learning on your setup as

well as convenient spare parts ordering

and service offers. Are you already

registered?

We are looking forward to hearing from you.

Weber Inc. U.S. Sales

Simon.Langhorn@weberweb.com
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Legal notice

 

This document was generated automatically on 04/29/2024. All information is non-binding. We reserve the right to make

changes in the interest of technical progress. For the latest information on this product, please visit:

https://us.weberweb.com/portfolio/automation/weload/?ref=brochure-qr

 

https://us.weberweb.com/portfolio/automation/weload/?ref=brochure-qr

